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SUMMARY 

A ground water hydrology investigation was conducted in the vicinity of the City and Borough 
of Juneau (CBJ) well field in Last Chance Basin. This study was undertaken to evaluate the 
ground water conditions during winter low flow events. The results of this investigation are 
summarized below. 

1. When all surface flow from Last Chance Basin is intercepted by the Alaska Electric Light 
and Power (AEL&P) intake structure, Gold Creek flow below the intake structure 
increases from 0.53 cubic feet per second (cfs) to 6.21 cfs. This increase is along a 
distance of approximately 250 feet in the concrete flume below the intake structure. 

2. CBJ pump cycling effects were observed in all wells. This indicates that a hydraulic 
gradient exists from the unconfined to the semi-confined aquifer and that water in the 
unconfined aquifer moves down into the semi-confined aquifer when the production 
aquifer is pumped. Under non-pumping conditions, wells in the production aquifer flow 
at the surface, indicating an upward flow gradient between the two aquifers. 

3. The water table varied directly with Gold Creek stage until Gold Creek flow decreased to 
approximately five cfs. At approximately five cfs, Gold Creek flow did not significantly 
change, but the water table continued to decrease, reflecting the greater CBJ pumping rate 
of seven cfs. 

4. Once Gold Creek flow increased, by as little as two cfs, the unconfined aquifer recharged 
within two days. The water table increased up to six feet in 24-48 hours. 

5. During the January 1995 low flow condition, springs below the AEL&P intake structure 
drained Last Chance Basin at a rate of 3.5 to 5.3 cfs. The springs act like a pumping well 
in which the cone of depression moves from the AEL&P intake structure into Last 
Chance Basin. During low flow, the cone of depression dewaters the creek in an 
upstream direction from the intake structure. 

6. The January 1995 fish kill (during the study period) occurred simultaneously with a rapid 
decrease in the water table at the lower end of Last Chance Basin. The drop in the water 
table caused Gold Creek near MW-C to become a loosing reach and go dry. This rapid 
decrease was caused by the springs below the AEL&P intake structure (see 5 above) 
interacting with the drawdown influences from the CBJ well field to increase the effect. 
A similar dewatering of Gold Creek probably occurred during the fish kill in March 
1994. 



INTRODUCTION 

Gold Creek is a small, dynamic, high energy stream with an 8.5 square mile drainage area above 
the USGS stream gage at the head of Last Chance Basin. A portion of Gold Creek's flow is 
captured by old mine glory holes (sink holes created by the collapse of underground mine 
workings), routed through the mine, and redirected back to Gold Creek above Last Chance 
Basin. During low flow conditions, the entire flow of Gold Creek infiltrates into the ground 
water system within the basin. 

The CBJ water system obtains a significant portion (at times all) of its water from a well field 
located in Last Chance Basin. The basin has two aquifers, an unconfined aquifer and a semi- 
confined production aquifer. A ten to twenty foot silty semi-confining layer exists between the 
two aquifers. The aquifers are predominantly recharged by Gold Creek in the upper part of Last 
Chance Basin. Because of its importance, past and future development within the watershed 
requires careful evaluation for potential effects on the ground water systems. 

In March 1994, between two and three hundred dead char were found in a pool on Gold Creek 
located near the bottom of Last Chance Basin. The death of these fish coincided with a turbidity 
event that was described as an "unusual milky sediment discharge" (Attorney General Report, 
1995). The sediment event and dead fish raised public concern, and a series of public meetings 
were held to evaluate the possible causes of the fish kill. Numerous possible causes were 
identified, and this study helped evaluate low water flow in Gold Creek. Initially, low flow was 
ruled out because the condition of the fish suggested that the fish were not frozen, nor had they 
died from lack of oxygen; conditions that would be expected if the creek went dry. A second 
low flow event during this study provided key data for evaluating low flow conditions. 

To better understand the unconfined aquifer's response to pumping from the well field and winter 
low flow conditions, the Department of Natural Resources conducted a joint study with the CBJ 
and Echo Bay Mines. The study consisted of five shallow drive point wells installed in Last 
Chance Basin and equipped with water level monitoring equipment. This report summarizes the 
information obtained from the study and discusses the results. 

The cooperators undertook this project to evaluate: 

1) surface and ground water systems, 

2) surface and ground water interactions, 

3) CBJ well field pumping effects on the surface and ground water, and 



4) underflow quantity from Last Chance Basin that forms springs below the AEL&P 
intake structure. 

STUDY LOCATION 

Last Chance Basin is the lowest of three basins on Gold Creek and is located approximately one 
mile northeast oFJuneau. The basin altitude ranges from about 260 feet to 330 feet (Waller, 
1959). The basin is approximately 4,000 f6et long in the east-west direction and approximately 
1,000 feet wide north to south. 

Monitoring wells were installed in the unconfined aquifer as part of this study, and all wells, 
except MW-C, were located between the CBJ well field and Gold Creek. MW-C was located 
west of the well field and Gold Creek near the lower pool where a significant number of dead 
fish were found (Figure 1). 

METHODS 

Six monitoring wells were installed at the project site (Figure 1). All wells except MW-K consist 
of 0.010 inch slot stainless steel drive points on 1.25 inch steam cleaned galvanized pipe. Well 
MW-K was an open end well that was installed in an excavated pit near the well field access 
road. All drive point well sites were excavated to a depth of approximately six feet with an 
excavator. The wells were installed by placing them at or near the excavated depth and using the 
excavator bucket to drive the well points into undisturbed material below the excavated pit. 

Well top-of-casing elevations were surveyed relative to a CBJ benchmark located on the corner 
of the old generator building. The benchmark has an elevation of 283.83 feet. 

All wells were developed at approximately one gallon per minute using a peristaltic pump until 
the water cleared. 

Stream velocities used in the calculation of discharge were measured with a Price pygmy meter. 
Velocities were measured at six-tenths depth, with sufficient number of sections such that no one 
section contained over ten percent of the total flow. 

Six Omnidata digital recording datapods were installed with 0-5 pounds per squire inch, gage (O- 
11.5 feet range) Instrumentation Northwest pressure transducers. One datapod was installed in 
an existing 1958 U.S. Geological Survey test well (TW-3A, 53 feet deep) approximately 15 feet 
from MW-W. The other datapods were installed in wells MW-W, -J, -T, -F, and -C. The 
datapods evaluated water levels hourly and recorded changes greater than or equal to 0.0 1 foot. 



Map provided by Echo Bay Mines, Alaska 

PW = Production Well 

MW = Monitoring Well I 
1 4 = Water Sample Locations 

(Figure 2) I 

Figure 1: Location Map - Last Chance Basin 
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RESULTS 

Stream flow 

Stream flows were measured at three points along Gold Creek below the AEL&P intake structure 
(Q- 1, -2, and -3 on Figure 1). Two of the sites were measured in the concrete flume downstream 
from the intake structure and the third was located downstream from the end of the concrete 
flume. Site Q-1 was located 50 feet downstream from AEL&Pts intake structure, site 4-2 was 
located 250 feet further down at the end of the concrete flume just above the old intake grizzle. 
Site 4-3 was located just below the large rock (approximately 25 feet high) in the creek bed 250 
feet below the concrete flume. Measured flows ranged from 0.53 cfs to 6.21 cfs (Table 1). 

Table I. Stream flow results from 6 December 1994 through 1 7 January 1995. 
Allflows in cubic feetper second. 

Location 12/6/94 12/9/94 1/17/95 1/17/95 

n/m = not measured. 
1 Not measured due to insufficient time 
2 Not measured because flow was too low for the available cross-sections 

Well levels 

Changes in the water table elevation depended on the CBJ pumping rate, the spring flow below 
the AEL&P intake structure, and the flow in Gold Creek. Well MW-C had the largest change in 
water level (7.41 feet). Water level changes in the other four monitored unconfined aquifer wells 
had a range of 1.68 to 4.73 feet (Table 2). 

DISCUSSION 

Last Chance Basin underflow 

At the lower end of Last Chance Basin, Gold Creek is contained in a concrete flume for 
approximately 300 feet. At the upstream end of the concrete flume, AEL&P has an intake 



Table 2. Summary well elevations and water level changes. 
All elevations in feet above mean sea level and levels in feet. 

Referenced to CBJ benchmark. 

Well 
Well TOC' Well 

Elevation Depth 

Maximum 
Change 

In Water 
Levels 

dp: Data pod installed 
1 : TOC= Top of casing 
2: No screen, open bottom well. 

structure for a wooden flume that runs along the base of Mt. Juneau to a hydroelectric facility in 
downtown Juneau. 

Water leaves Last Chance Basin as either surface flow in Gold Creek or as ground water in the 
unconsolidated sediments (underflow). Underflow is the flow of water beneath the bed of a 
surface stream, generally in the same direction as, but at a much slower rate than the surface 
drainage (Bates and Jackson, 1980). The term underflow is used in this report to identify the 
component of Gold Creek flow below the AEL&P intake structure that comes from aquifers in 
Last Chance Basin. This is one of the components of baseflow that maintains a sustained flow in 
Gold Creek below Last Chance Basin. The other component of baseflow is the sustained ground 
water discharge from the unconsolidated sediments on Mt. Juneau to the north of Gold Creek and 
west of Last Chance Basin. Water in Gold Creek below the AEL&P intake structure comes from 
underflow from Last Chance Basin, ground water discharge from Mt. Juneau, andlor from 
overtopping of the AEL&P intake structure. 

To estimate underflow, flow measurements and water quality samples were obtained below the 
AEL&P intake structure when all Gold Creek flows were diverted by the structure. Water 
samples were collected to estimate the mixing ratios of Last Chance Basin underflow and Mt. 



Juneau ground water using cation-anion ratios. The sites were selected to measure the amount of 
water flowing from springs below AEL&P's intake structure. The flow in the concrete flume 
increased from 0.53 cfs immediately below the intake structure to 4.10 cfs at the end of the 
concrete flume. The majority of the spring water was from a large washed out area in the 
concrete flume immediately upstream from site 4-2. Approximately 250 feet further down Gold 
Creek the flow increased to 6.21 cfs. Although the 4-3 measurement was taken three days 
before Q-1, weather conditions were consistent and measurements at 4-2 were taken on both 
days to tie the two measurement times together. Most of the flow in Gold Creek below the 
AEL&P intake structure comes from the spring in the washed out concrete flume bottom and 
through the stream bed below the concrete flume. The measurement at 4-3 also includes water 
that bypasses the concrete flume (approximately 0.5 cfs). This consists of springs on the left 
bank edge that infiltrate to an abandoned water collection gallery. The pipe for the collection 
gallery is diverted back to Gold Creek approximately 100 feet below the end of the concrete 
flume. 

Water Quality samples for this study were analyzed for major inorganic ion chemistry. All 
samples were consistent with previous Gold Creek and Last Chance Basin ground water samples 
(Figure 2). Figure 2 is a trilinear diagram that represent the major-ion composition in percentage 
of total equivalents (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). The trilinear diagram allows the chemical 
composition of numerous samples to be represented on a single graph to observe groupings and 
trends between water types. Water types that fall on a line generally represent a mixing between 
the two end members (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). In the case of Gold Creek, the two end 
members are the calcium-bicarbonate water fiom the talus slope, and the calcium-sulfate 
dominated water from the mine tunnel discharge. The mine tunnel water has a higher sulfate 
level because of the oxidization of sulfide minerals in the old AJ mine. The tunnel discharges to 
Gold Creek above Last Chance Basin. The sulfate dominated water enters the ground water 
system in Last Chance Basin and acts as a tracer for water from the basin. Surface water from 
sites Q-2 and 4-3 are calcium-bicarbonate-sulfate versus calcium-sulfate water types. The 
calcium-sulfate water types come from Gold Creek above the AEL&P intake structure and 
ground water from Last Chance (Figure 2, Points 2,3, and 4 respectively). 

The higher percentage of bicarbonate in the surface water samples from below the AEL&P 
intake structure compared to the samples from Gold Creek above the intake structure (50% 
versus 35%), indicates a greater amount of bicarbonate dominated water fiom the Mt. Juneau 
talus slope is mixing with underflow from Last Chance Basin ground water. Water from Mt. 
Juneau generally does not have a high percentage of sulfate. Figure 2 has a talus slope water 
sample from February 1990' plotted that is probably representative of the Mt. Juneau ground 
water coming from the talus slope outside of Last Chance Basin. The dilution effect from the 
ground water, based on sulfate levels, is approximately 15 percent. Applying this ground water 
dilution factor to the actual flow measurements from 4-3 would suggest that the maximum 
underflow as measured at 4-3 is 5.3 cfs. Measurements at 4-2 during the January low flow 
period indicate that the spring flow decreased by at least 34 percent. This would provide an 
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1. Talus slope spring near PW-1, February 1990 

2: Abandoned water pipe return to Gold Creek, December 1994 

3. Gold Creek above AEL&P's intake structure, December 1994 

4. Spring (PVC pipe) near flume bottom, December 1994 

5. Gold Creek in concrete flume, December 1994 (4-2 site) 

6. Gold Creek below concrete flume, December 1994 (4-3 site) 

7. AJ mine tunnel above Last Chance Basin, February 1990 

Figure 2 



estimated underflow of 3.5 to 5.3 cfs during the January 1995 low flow event. Based on this low 
flow data, underflow during high flow conditions probably exceeds six cfs. Waller (1959) 
estimated the under flow at approximately three cfs from differential measurements at the upper 
and lower ends of Last Chance Basin. 

Water table fluctuations 

Well water levels were measured periodically throughout the winter with a steel tape, and hourly 
with data loggers for the six wells. The results from all measurements are contained in Appendix 
A for the periodic measurements, and Appendix B for the data loggers. Well MW-C showed the 
largest overall change in the water table, approximately 7.5 feet (Figure 3). Well MW-T (Figure 
4) showed the greatest daily effect of the CBJ pumping (daily variations of up to 0.2 feet). MW- 
T is located closest to the two cycling production wells (PW-2 and PW-3). The record for MW- 
T is missing the first four weeks of data (through December 24) because of a failed pressure 
transducer. All wells showed some effect from the well field pump cycling and the general trend 
of the water table followed the changes in Gold Creek flow. Well MW-W was the furthest from 
the production wells and closest to Gold Creek. The water level response was typical of the 
other wells with respect to changes in Gold Creek (Figure 5). 

Well MW-C was located as close as possible to the lower pool on Gold Creek where the dead 
fish were found. The large drop in the water table elevation was in response to the draining 
effect of the springs immediately below the AEL&P intake structure, and the high CBJ pumping 
rate. Because the pool is closer to the springs, the lower pool on Gold Creek should have a water 
table fluctuation greater than the changes recorded in MW-C. Water table decreases from 
production well pump cycling does cause prompt and repeated dewatering of Gold Creek below 
the well field. Once flows in Gold Creek started to increase because of rain, the water table 
recovered up to six feet in less than two days. 

The water table between the CBJ production wells and Gold Creek (around wells MW-W, -J, -T, 
and -F) changed by two to four feet during the study, with the largest change in MW-J. The 
water table change in this area appears to follow Gold Creek flow, until the flow is below 
approximately five cfs (Figure 5). Below five cfs, the water table continues to drop faster than 
Gold Creek can recharge the aquifer, depleting aquifer storage 

The production aquifer piezometric surface was monitored in TW-3A, a 1959 USGS test well. 
The piezometric surface was approximately eight feet lower than the water table in MW-W 
(approximately 15 feet away). This indicates that a downward flow gradient existed between the 
unconfined and semi-confined aquifers. Changes in the TW-3A water level were subdued 
because the well is plugged with silt and it took one to two days for the well level to fully 
respond to changes in the piezometric head. 



Figure 3: MW-C Water Level Changes 



Figure 4: MW-T Water Level Changes 





Gold Creek dry areas 

On 17 January 1995 Gold Creek was checked for flow conditions throughout Last Chance Basin. 
Gold Creek was flowing from the head of Last Chance Basin to a point just upstream of wells 
MW-W and TW-3A. From this point, Gold Creek completely infiltrated and remained dry until 
a point downstream of the well field (Figure l), where the streambed dropped in elevation and 
water flowed for approximately 500 feet. From this point, the streambed was dry to the AEL&P 
intake structure. 

In January 1990 during a low flow event, Gold Creek was observed dry by the author for about 
500 feet upstream of MW-W and TW-3A, opposite to 1995 observations. From this point, 
baseflow provided enough water for Gold Creek to flow to the flume. The difference in the 
observed dry areas is probably due to differences in the CBJ well field production rates. In 1990 
the well field was pumped at three to four cfs. In 1995 the Last Chance Basin well field was 
pumping seven to eight cfs. This increase in pumping demand lowered the water table in the 
central section of Last Chance Basin enough to cause Gold Creek to fully infiltrate and go dry. 
When the well field is producing three to four cfs, enough underflow is able to bypass the well 
field to maintain baseflow to Gold Creek and supply the springs below the AEL&P intake 
structure. 

1995 fish kill conditions 

During January 1995 another fish kill occurred concurrently with this study. On January 12th, 
living, dying, and dead fish were observed in the lower pool on dewatered stream bed under an 
insulating layer of ice. The State Department of Fish and Game fish pathologist examined the 
fish and found them to be in a similar state to those found in the 1994 fish kill event, including 
sediment imbedded in the gills (Attorney General Report, 1995). DEC personnel observed Gold 
Creek going dry between the CBJ well field and the metal car bridge early in the morning. This 
dewatering occurred when water demand increased and the CBJ pumps cycled on. 

After observing the 1995 fish kill and the well logs for MW-C, Gold Creek dewatering was 
reevaluated as the sole or primary cause of the 1994 fish kill. The fish in Gold Creek appear to 
have adapted to sudden dewatering by burrowing into the sediment. Fish that die from 
dewatered conditions do so at varying times, and do not show a uniform time of death, evidence 
of drying, or evidence of freezing (Attorney General Report, 1995). 



CONCLUSIONS 

This project provided an opportunity to observe water table changes in response to CBJ pumping 
and an extended low Gold Creek flow event. Flow measurements and geochemical sampling 
provided information on the underflow from Last Chance Basin and ground water from Mt. 
Juneau. Key points are summarized in the following: 

1. When all surface flow from Last Chance Basin is intercepted by the AEL&P intake 
structure, Gold Creek flow below the intake structure increases from 0.53 cfs to 6.21 cfs. 
This increase is along a distance of approximately 250 feet in the concrete flume below 
the intake structure. 

2. CBJ pump cycling effects were observed in all wells. This indicates that a hydraulic 
gradient exists from the unconfined to the semi-confined aquifer and that water in the 
unconfined aquifer moves down into the semi-confined aquifer when the production 
aquifer is pumped. Under non-pumping conditions, wells in the production aquifer flow 
at the surface, indicating an upward flow gradient between the two aquifers. 

3. The water table varied directly with Gold Creek stage until Gold Creek flow decreased to 
approximately five cfs. At approximately five cfs, Gold Creek flow did not significantly 
change, but the water table continued to decrease, reflecting the greater CBJ pumping rate 
of seven cfs. 

4. Once Gold Creek flow increased, by as little as two cfs, the unconfined aquifer recharged 
within two days. The water table increased up to six feet in 24-48 hours. 

5. During the January 1995 low flow condition, springs below the AEL&P intake structure 
drained Last Chance Basin at a rate of 3.5 to 5.3 cfs. The springs act like a pumping well 
in which the cone of depression moves from the AEL&P intake structure into Last 
Chance Basin. During low flow, the cone of depression dewaters the creek in an 
upstream direction from the intake structure. 

6. The January 1995 fish kill (during the study period) occurred simultaneously with a rapid 
decrease in the water table at the lower end of Last Chance Basin. The drop in the water 
table caused Gold Creek near MW-C to become a loosing reach and go dry. This rapid 
decrease was caused by the springs below the AEL&P intake structure (see 5 above) 
interacting with the drawdown influences from the CBJ well field to increase the effect. 
A similar dewatering of Gold Creek probably occurred during the fish kill in March 
1994. 
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Appendix A 



MW-J 
MW-T 
MW-F 
MW-C 
TW-3A 

-1.23 
-0.37 
-0.34 
-0.79 
-0.63 

-1.22 
-0.31 
-0.33 
-0.75 
-0.56 

-0.01 
-0.06 
-0.01 
-0.04 
-0.07 

-- - -. . -. 

MW-J 

. 
MW-T 
MW-F 
MW-C 
TW-3A 

-0.92 
-0.61 
-0.93 
-4.55 

nla 

-0.96 
nla 
-0.92 
-4.54 
-0.68 

0.04 

nla 
-0.01 
-0.01 

nla 

MW-J 
MW-T 
MW-F 
MW-C 
TW-3A 

2.00 
0.39 
1.30 
5.39 
-0.05 

2.04 
0.37 
1.28 
5.38 
0.01 

-0.04 
0.02 
0.02 
0.01 
-0.06 
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